Lung carcinoma-associated atypical adenomatoid hyperplasia, squamous cell dysplasia, and chromosome alterations in non-neoplastic bronchial mucosa.
This article analyzes phenotype and genotype alterations of the lung in association with lung cancer. The frequency of phenotype preneoplastic lesions (atypical adenomatoid hyperplasia (AAH) and squamous cell dysplasia (SCD)) was analyzed at distinct distances from the tumor boundary in 150 lung carcinomas. AAH was noted in 19/150 (13%) cases and more frequently seen in adeno carcinomas, squamous cell dysplasia was noted in 46/150 (31%) cases and more frequently seen in squamous cell carcinomas. The degree of cellular atypia decreased with increasing distance from tumor boundary in both AAH and SCD. At similar distances, genotype (chromosome) alterations of surrounding bronchial mucosa were studied in additional 55 primary and secondary lung tumors by karyotype analysis. Numerical chromosome aberrations occur frequently in primary lung carcinomas and adjacent bronchial mucosa, and affect at average 4.5/10 metaphases in primary lung cancer and 2/10 metaphases in metastases. Most abnormal metaphases were induced by chromosome losses, only few by additional copies, i.e. trisomy, etc. Losses of y chromosome were seen in both malignancy and adjacent bronchial mucosa, and interpreted as "tumor related", losses of chromosome 21 in adjacent bronchial mucosa were non-tumor related in adenocarcinoma and metastases, losses of chromosome 19 in adjacent bronchial mucosa occurred independently in squamous cell and large cell carcinomas. The data suggest the hypothesis that preneoplastic lesions in the lung might be partly induced by the tumor itself.